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Those Who Dare

Junya Watanabe’s punk-fuelled SS17 show is a siren song
to those who feel “anxiously in love with the world”
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Wide-hoop earrings Slim Barrett

The Thoughtful Punk
by Arabelle Sicardi

My first piece from Junya Watanabe was at sunrise. We like the opportunity the world
something I had to be persuaded into buying – can give us, but we don’t want to choose any
in fact, it took exactly three people to even path other than our own. We want to rewrite
get it on me. In the madness of one of the world that’s been given, we want freedom
Comme des Garçons’ famed archive ‘silly sales’, on our own terms, even if that makes us seem
two associates and my then-girlfriend formed scary or bizarre.
a reverential pentagram of arms around me,
The SS17 show’s music was a mantra
gently pulling the parachute fabric down over to this effect. Having to listen to Nine Inch
my embarrassed body.
Nails on an early weekend morning might
The piece was a floor-length, sheer nylon be a bit much for some, but for the Junya kid,
gown in pure white, with seemingly infinite it’s a frenzied morning prayer: “You Know What
straps, strings and armholes that read more as You Are” was on repeat, sending down models in
a suggestion than a necessity. It is an intimidating a firestorm of noise and leather and sheer spikes.
piece of work, and that’s why I love it so: They marched by in choppy haircuts, brutal
it requires some audacity from the wearer.
eyeliner and silvered lips, like some new-wave
Putting the dress on feels like a ritual into combination of a dark alley and an androgynous
a dystopian world where your anxieties actually angel (several looked like children of Bowie
help you rather than cause harm. To fidget in it, himself, certainly a Watanabe muse).
you see, is just another way to interact with it:
The frenetic energy of the clothes and
you can pull the cords, pull the fabric, change the the show is just a symbol for what the clothes
length of any portion; it’s a thousand different are meant to protect – hope and fear and some
dresses at once. And if wearing it at any point kind of daring romanticism, an energy that can’t
makes you feel too anxious, you can run away be killed, only moved. It’s sensory overload to
in it – it will fly with you, float up like a cloud most people. But that’s what you sign up for
that wants to lift you up. It’s a parachute, after when you become a Watanabe fan. We choose
all. Watanabe made a dress that combines fear differently and operate strangely because we
with freedom, and he kept the seams unfinished, know there will be people who see beyond that,
too, because the project of freedom is never because we hunt for them, we wear spikes and
done: you have to work for it, to keep it yours. parachutes on ourselves like beacons to find each
Every time I wear the dress, it reveals just a little other. When we wear Junya, we practically glow:
bit more. From the moment it was placed on me, find us, if you’re one of us, we’re waiting
I was in Watanabe’s thrall.
to be found.
Since then I’ve purchased obsessively
There’s a trenchcoat in this collection
across his collections: patchwork pants, waxed that has that kind of lonely, playful tenderness:
cotton biker jackets, boiled woollen dresses, it is sprayed, “feed the kids with garlic to find
geometric gowns that are half-sheer, half- them in the dark”. It’s a send-up of the works
puzzle. There’s something in the attitude of Berlin-based graffiti crews 1UP and Berlin
of his clothes that maintains this sense of Kidz, created when Watanabe visited their
defiance and movement; Watanabe-san feels like hometown. It is a perfect coat, because it is funny
a thoughtful punk.
and true. And really, who better to show off the
He aims to use extreme methods on possibilities Berlin has to offer than those who
beautiful things, and often makes beautiful things stake their claim all over it, demanding their
unrecognisable. He un-finishes, moving clothes place in a city whose divisive history often feels
from utility to a dreamland to a nightmare so insurmountable? These graffiti crews work
right back to a daily uniform – at his best, at night, adding their identity to the historical
he makes the absurd seem totally rational. project of the city and making it their own. There
A jacket covered in spikes seems reasonable is audacity in 1UP and Berlin Kidz, an audacity
when it’s soft and worn with a perfectly decaying that also informs the manifesto of the Watanabe
band t-shirt; all you need is the right attitude. cult. Small wonder the designer was so inspired
He likes to strike a balance that inverts silhouettes by Berlin he dedicated the collection to it;
and expectations. See his deconstructed leather their philosophies are, at root, sympatico.
jackets – falling apart, almost, more of a shell
When I messaged my Berlin friends for
than a jacket, something that looks broken but their opinion on the collection, they were not
is triple stitched and perfectly fused.
surprised by the source of inspiration. Some of
There are spikes and thorns that blossom them were even flattered. “Junya has always been
out across his designs – and never more so than something you wear to Berghain,” my friend
with his SS17 collection – but they bend at will Natasha remarked. In some ways, Berghain is
if you dare get close to them, if you are brave the most exclusive club in the world – one that
and tender enough. The clothes he creates are has no guarantees of entry for anyone. The two
for people who are anxiously in love with the requirements, of course, are that you wear black,
world. They are for people who move through it and that you are audacious. When wearing Junya,
with fear and joy at the same time: nightcrawlers, those are just par for the course.
if you will, ones that find protection in shadowy
corners and hazily lit clubs, who travel with fun
strangers for the story and the quiet walk home
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Flat-hoop earring Slim Barrett

Hair Gary Gill at Streeters using EIMI by Wella Professionals, makeup Thomas de Kluyver at Art Partner, models Shujing Zhou at Next,
Manami Kinoshita at Storm, photographic assistants David Adams,
Anna Olszewska, styling assistants Katie McGoldrick, Kieran Fenney,
hair assistant Tom Wright, make-up assistant Joel Babicci, casting
Noah Shelley at Streeters

